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Highlights:
• Safety training using salient cues improves safety learning in high anxiety mice
• Salient Safety training improves novel fear discrimination learning
• Safety training improves exploration in a novel anxiogenic environment

Abstract
Generalized fear is one purported mechanism of anxiety that is a target of clinical and basic research. Impaired fear discrimination has been primarily examined from the perspective of increased fear learning, rather than how learning about non-threatening stimuli affects fear discrimination. To address this question, we tested how three Safety Conditioning protocols with varied levels of salience allocated to the safety cue compared to classic Fear Conditioning in their impact on subsequent innate anxiety, and differential fear learning of new aversive and neutral cues. Using a high anxiety strain of mice (129SvEv, Taconic), we show that Fear Conditioned animals show little exploration of the anxiogenic center of an open field 24 hours later, and poor discrimination during new differential conditioning 7 days later. Three groups of mice underwent Safety Conditioning, (i) the safety tone was unpaired with a shock, (ii) the safety tone was unpaired with the shock and co-terminated with a house light signaling the end of the safety period, and (iii) the safety tone was unpaired with the shock and its beginning co-occurred with a house light, signaling the start of a safety period. Mice from all Safety Conditioning groups showed higher levels of open field exploration than the Fear Conditioned mice 24 hours after training. Furthermore, Safety Conditioned animals showed improved discrimination learning of a novel non-threat, with the Salient Beginning safety conditioned group performing best. These findings indicate that high anxiety animals benefit from salient safety training to improve exploration and discrimination of new non-threatening stimuli.
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1. Introduction

Stress- and anxiety-related disorders are characterized by specific disruptions in fear learning and the regulation of fear, making these processes a target of cognitive behavioral therapies (1). For example, a variety of cognitive and behavioral adaptations, such as fearful or avoidant responses to stimuli that were never associated with danger, is posited to drive the emergence of overgeneralized fear responses (2-4). In keeping with this, people diagnosed with anxiety disorders show elevated fear to cues associated with aversive outcomes along with other stimuli that resemble the aversive cues (3-11). Similarly, in lab settings, fear generalization is characterized by defensive responding to stimuli that were explicitly paired with an aversive
outcome (CS+) as well as to those that were never explicitly paired with anything aversive (CS-, (2-5, 7, 8, 12). However, exposure to the aversive stimulus itself poses a potent barrier to discrimination because fear conditioning widens stimulus generalization curves around the aversive stimulus, and increase the perceptual threshold needed to recognize a non-aversive stimulus as different (9-11). An intervention implication of this literature is that improving discrimination of the CS-, and identifying conditions and processes that promote its effective acquisition and retrieval, has the potential to inhibit anxiety-related fear generalization.

The CS- is a feature-negative cue, and is therefore more difficult to learn than the feature positive, aversive CS+ that drives stronger and faster acquisition (13, 14). One approach to increase CS- discrimination in high anxiety individuals, is to train anxious subjects to attend to feature-negative stimuli, thereby hoping to counteract the generalizing effects of the CS+. Safety cues are a stronger variant of the feature-negative stimulus because they inhibit fearful responding, and have rewarding and motivational properties, such as bar pressing for a reward, and stronger conditioned place preference for the area where the safety cue was presented (15-17). Safety stimulus features overlap with those of the discriminated CS-, but are a stronger variant because they signal the removal of danger whereas the CS- is simply not associated with danger, thereby making the safety cue an excellent candidate for training the behavior and networks of CS- discrimination. In the present study, first we test whether manipulating the salience of safety cues, thereby increasing attention to these feature-negative stimuli, serves to enhance their impact on fear inhibition in the conditioning context. Second, we examine whether conditioned safety and fear cues impact exploration in a novel anxiogenic environment. Third, we reasoned that salient safety cues could train the fear suppression network, and thus also improve fear suppression to the CS- during subsequent discrimination learning, resulting in less overgeneralized fear.

Safety learning and CS- discrimination are likely to have some overlap in their underlying neural processes. For example, discrimination of a safe stimulus is modulated in the bed nucleus of the stria terminalis (BNST), likely via regulation of the 5HT-2C receptors (18-21). In addition, safety learning drives firing in the basolateral amygdala (BLA), with a subset of safety-cue activated cells also driven by cues signaling reward (22). The BLA also differentially encodes fear-associated and non-associated stimuli with different subsets of cells active during retrieval of the CS+ and the CS- (22-26). Safety learning also upregulates activity in the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC), an area that is associated with suppression of fearful responses during discrimination of non-threat and fear extinction learning (21, 27-29). In keeping with this, mPFC activity promotes encoding of the CS+ and the CS- during discrimination, and damage to the mPFC in animals impairs fear discrimination learning (30, 31). Similarly, in human anxiety, disrupted activity in the mPFC is associated with fear generalization (32, 33). Moreover, BLA communication with the mPFC is key for discrimination learning and retrieval in rodents and non-human primates, when BLA to mPFC dominates early in acquisition, whereas mPFC to BLA signaling is prevalent during CS- discrimination (8, 34-36). Imaging work in humans suggest that a similar increase in mPFC activity and a dampening of the amygdala is observed during safety cue retrieval as well (37).

Drawing on prior research, we reasoned that safety learning may engage some of the same regions and communication patterns that encode the CS-, thereby improving subsequent
discrimination learning, and decreasing generalized anxiety. To examine this, we used the 129SvEv strain of mice because we and others have previously shown that this strain has high levels of anxiety and low fear discrimination (8, 38). We tested the hypothesis that salient safety conditioning would reduce behavioral signs of anxiety and improve fear inhibition during novel CS acquisition, thereby improving discrimination learning in high-anxiety animals, providing a model for future research in anxious human populations. We systematically varied the level of cue salience, given the relative difficulty in learning feature-negative cues, to directly test whether varying the conditions of learning impacted the magnitude of effects.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1 Subjects
All procedures were approved by the Hunter College and City University of New York Animal Care and Use Committee. A total of 52 129SvEv male mice (29-40g, 9-12 weeks old, Taconic BioSciences, Hudson, NY) were used in 4 experiments in this study. After arrival at the facility, animals were group housed (4/cage) for a week to acclimate, and then single housed for 1 week prior to the start of testing, when they underwent handling for 2 days (5 min/day). All animals had ad libitum access to food and water throughout the testing period, and were maintained on a 12 hour light/dark cycle. All testing was conducted during the light phase of the cycle.

2.2 Behavioral Chambers

2.2.1 Conditioning and In-Context Retrieval Apparatus
All conditioning was conducted in a dimly lit (30 Lux) conditioning chamber (29.5 cm length x 24.8 cm width x 18.7 cm height, MedAssociates, St. Albans, VT). A house light (ENV-215M 28V, 100mA, MedAssociates) was placed in the center of the chamber ceiling (18.7 cm above floor). Depending on the group, the house light was turned on for 1 s either at the beginning or at the end of a conditioned stimulus, increasing the illumination in the chamber by 50 Lux to 80 Lux. Auditory cues were delivered via an audio speaker (ENV-224AM) located in the wall of the chamber, 10.4 cm above the floor. Shocks were delivered via a constant current aversive stimulator (ENV-414S). Side video cameras recorded the behavior for subsequent offline scoring.

2.2.2 Innate Anxiety Chamber
To test innate anxiety and exploratory behavior, animals were placed in a grey, wooden, square enclosure (70 Lux, 50 cm sides, 50 cm wall height). The bottom of the enclosure was open and the floor was covered with grey matte paper, which was changed between subjects. Auditory cues were presented via an audio speaker (as in Section 2.2.1), placed 1m above the center of the field.

2.2.3 Memory Retrieval Chamber
To test memory retrieval, animals were placed in a grey, rectangular enclosure (70 Lux, 45cm long x 13cm wide, 20 cm wall height). Conditioned auditory cues were presented via an audio speaker (as in Section 2.2.1 and Section 2.2.2), placed 20 cm above the floor.
2.3 Training and Testing Procedures

2.3.1 Habituation (2 sessions):
One day after the second handling session (as in Section 2.2.1), each animal was brought down from the animal facility to get acclimated to the laboratory environment for 1-2 hours before being placed in the conditioning apparatus. In the apparatus, after 120 sec, the first trial began. Each subject in the Fear Conditioned and in the Safety Conditioned groups (n=13/group) received five neutral cues (4 kHz, 50ms tone pips presented at 1 Hz for 30 seconds, Pseudorandom ITIs: 60, 80, 100, or 120 s). Each subject in the Salient Beginning Safety, and Salient End Safety group (n=13/group) received five 4-kHz tones paired with a 1s house light at the beginning or the end of the tone, respectively.

2.3.2 Phase I: Fear Conditioning Training and Testing
One day after the second habituation session, each animal returned to the conditioning apparatus. In the apparatus, after 120 sec, the first trial began. Each subject (n=13/group) received 5 cues that were each co-terminated with a shock (1 s, 0.6mA). One day after the second training session, mice were placed back in the conditioning apparatus without any shock delivery for testing. As during the conditioning sessions, the first non-reinforced tone trial was presented after 120sec in the Conditioning apparatus (2.2.1). Fear responses in the Conditioning apparatus were quantified by measuring the amount of time spent freezing during the 30 s prior to each CS onset (contextual fear) and during the 30 s during CS presentations. Complete locomotor cessation, for at least 1s, was counted as freezing.

One day after the second habitation session, each animal was placed in the conditioning apparatus. After 120 sec in the Conditioning apparatus (2.2.1), the first trial began, and each animal (n=13/group) received 5 tone cues that were explicitly unpaired from 5 shock US presentations (1s, 0.6mA, mean interval between US and all proximal CSs, 49s; range, 40 to 60 sec). Shock delivery never occurred during the 30-second tone, but shock output could occur during the ITI. However, the offset of the tone did not predict shock onset as the shocks could be delivered anywhere from 0-2 times on any given ITI. In addition to the tone CS, mice in the Salient End Safety and Salient Beginning Safety conditions also received a house light output co-administered for 1 second either with each tone offset (Salient End group, n=13) or tone onset (Salient Beginning group, n=13). We reasoned that light paired with the onset of the safety tone would add salience to the subsequent safe period, whereas lights presented at the offset of the safety tone would add salience to the subsequent period during which a shock could occur. One day after the second training session, mice were placed back in the Conditioning apparatus and were presented with light-tone cues without any shock delivery. Fear responses in the conditioning chamber were quantified by measuring the amount of time spent freezing during the 30 sec prior to CS onset (contextual fear), and during the 30 sec of CS presentations. Complete locomotor cessation, for at least 1sec, was counted as freezing.
2. 3. 3. Phase I: Open Field Exploration in the presence of fear or safety conditioned cues
One day after the testing session, each animal was placed in the open field (2.2.2) for a total of 6 minutes. The mice explored the open field with alternating 1-minute periods of no CS, followed by 1-minute of CS presentations (3 alterations, 60 seconds each).

2. 3. 4 Phase II: Differential Fear Conditioning Training and Testing
Three days after the open field exposure, mice were differentially fear conditioned on new cues for three consecutive days (1 session per day). Each day, twelve auditory trials (6CS+ and 6CS-: 1kHz or 7kHz 50-ms tone pips occurring at 1Hz, 30 sec counterbalanced) were pseudorandomly presented (ITI, 60–120 s). Each CS+ co-terminated with a 0.6 mA, 1 sec footshock US, whereas no footshock was paired with the CS-. On day 4, mice were placed in the memory retrieval chamber (Section 2.2.3), and presented with twelve pseudorandomly distributed CS+ and CS- trials without shock delivery.

2.4 Data Analyses
Our experimental groups to directly compare Fear and Safety conditioning on subsequent behavior consisted of 13 male mice per group (Phase I training). Cohorts of 3 - 5 Fear conditioned mice were trained alongside cohorts of 3 - 5 Safety, Salient End Safety, and Salient Beginning Safety mice for a total of 3 replications. Custom-made Matlab (Natick, MA) scripts were used to cut out tone and pre-tone periods from the video recordings, and the identities of the animals were scrambled. The tone and pre-tone videos were then assessed manually offline by a coder blinded to training conditions for periods of freezing, defined as complete immobility lasting at least 1 second, as a measure of innate defensive behavior (39). The total time spent freezing during each 30s cue as well as during the 30s preceding the cue was quantified and expressed as a percentage.

To determine the effects of Phase I training on exploratory behavior in an anxiogenic environment, we recorded animal behavior in the open field (2.2.2). Measuring the total time animals spent moving inside the center or periphery of the open field in six 1-minute intervals. We assessed the percent time spent in the center of the field, and the distance that the animals moved. The following criteria for determining center and periphery were used: 0-10cm from the wall was considered periphery, 10-50cm from the wall of the open-field was considered the center. Percent time in the center or the periphery and distance traveled were computed offline, using AnyMaze software (Wood Dale, IL) with mapped dimensions of the field using videos recorded from an overhead camera. Alternating 60-second intervals of no-tone and tone were repeated three times for a total of six minutes. The final 2 min were excluded from analysis due to animal inactivity.

To determine the effects of training condition on subsequent discrimination learning, freezing behavior was measured in the memory retrieval chamber (2.2.3) during periods of CS+ and CS-tone presentation. The tone and pre-tone periods were cut using a custom-written Matlab script, and the animals’ identities were scrambled. Fear behavior was assessed manually offline by a coder blind to training condition from the videos, by measuring the total time spent freezing during each 30s cue, expressed as a percentage. A discrimination score was quantified for each mouse based on their averaged freezing response to 6 CS+ and 6 CS- trials. The discrimination score was computed as %Freezing CS+ - % Freezing CS-, and also normalized to total freezing, by computing % Freezing CS+ - % Freezing CS-/ Total %Freezing. Behavioral data were
analyzed with one-way or two-way repeated measures ANOVAs, with training condition as the independent factor, and trial number as the repeated factor, followed by post hoc Sidak's, Tukey's or Dunnett's multiple comparisons tests with GraphPad Prism 8 and verified on SPSS. P-values were adjusted for multiple comparisons.

3. Results

3.1 Salient Beginning Safety conditioning is the most effective training for in-context fear suppression.

All mice underwent habituation (2 days), and then were randomly placed in one of four groups: 1. Fear conditioning where the shock US co-terminated with tone CS; 2. Safety conditioning where the tone CS and shock US were explicitly unpaired; 3. Salient Beginning Safety conditioning where tone CS and shock US were explicitly unpaired and a light CS was co-presented for 1 s at the beginning of tone CS; 4. Salient End safety conditioning where the tone CS and shock US were explicitly unpaired and a light CS was co-presented for 1 s at the end of tone CS (Section 2.3.2, Fig. 1a). All groups showed increased tone-evoked freezing by day 2 of training (Figure 1b). A two-way repeated measures ANOVA on trial freezing by group showed no significant interactions (F(12,176) = 1.167, p = 0.31), indicating that animals in all groups learned the combined aversive nature of the cues and context during training.

To assess whether animals learned cue-specific fear and safety associations, we tested in-context retrieval of the tone CS the day after training (Fig. 1c). A two-way ANOVA comparing group by tone-period showed a main effects of group (F(3, 48) = 4.176, p = 0.01) and tone-period (F(1, 48) = 4.851, p = 0.03), with a significant interaction between pre-tone and tone in the fear conditioned group where the tone significantly increased defensive freezing (Fear group pre-tone freezing = 14.33±5.62%, Fear group tone freezing = 63.44±5.72%, p < 0.0001). The Safety group that didn’t have a salience component during training did not effectively inhibit contextual pre-tone freezing (Safety group pre-tone freezing = 62.65±6.47%, Safety group tone freezing = 45.79±9.13%, p = 0.077), suggesting that simple safety training is not sufficient to decrease fear in high anxiety mice. On the contrary, the Salient Beginning safety group showed a significant decrease in contextual freezing during the tone (Fig. 1c, Salient Beginning safety group pre-tone freezing = 49.56±9.14%, Salient Beginning safety group tone freezing = 18.56±5.78%, p = 0.0002). Notably, there was no significant difference in pre-tone freezing between the Safety and the Salient Beginning safety groups (Safety pre-tone freezing = 62.65±6.47%, Salient Beginning pre-tone freezing=49.56±9.14%, p = 0.71). However, the Salient Beginning safety group froze significantly less during the tone than the Safety group (Salient Beginning group tone freezing = 18.56±5.78%, Safety group tone freezing = 45.79±9.13%, p = 0.04). Animals in the Salient End safety group behaved similarly to the Fear Conditioned animals, whereby the cue evoked more freezing than context alone, although this effect almost reached significance (Fig. 1c, Salient End safety pre-tone freezing = 45.21±7.03%, Salient End safety tone freezing = 74.78±5.65%, F(1,12) = 4.42, p = 0.057). Thus, our data demonstrate that for high anxiety animals, Salient Beginning Safety training was the most effective paradigm for inhibiting fear in the training context.

Overall, there was a significant interaction of pre-tone (contextual) freezing by group (F(1,12)=18.14, p=0.0011, pre-tone freezing in the Fear group = 14.33±5.62%, the Safety group = 62.65±6.47%, the Salient Beginning safety group = 49.56±9.14%, the Salient End safety group
= 45.21±7.03%), demonstrating that prior to trial 1, fear conditioned animals froze less to the context than safety conditioned animals in all three groups (Figure 1c,d).

A repeated measures ANOVA for pre-tone freezing by group across trials showed that there was no main effect of group \((F(3,40) = 2.591, p = 0.07)\), but there was a main effect of trial \((F(3,52,140.9) = 13.88, p < 0.0001)\), and there was a trial by group by interaction, with significantly less pre-tone 1 freezing in the Fear Conditioned group than in the Safety group \((p < 0.0001)\), and in the Fear Conditioned group than the Salient Beginning safety group \((p = 0.041)\). After pre-tone 1, ITI freezing in fear conditioned animals increased and was not different from that of safety trained groups (Figure 1d), underscoring the anxious phenotype of this strain.

However, animals in the Salient Beginning safety group showed better fear suppression than other safety groups during tone trials across the session, in addition to trial 1 described above (Fig. 1c). A repeated measures ANOVA for trial freezing by group showed that there was a main effect of trial \((F(3,69,173.4) = 8.49, p < 0.0001)\), and a main effect of training \((F(3,47) = 8.47, p = 0.0001)\), but there was no interaction \((F(4,188) = 0.42, p = 0.799)\). Post-hoc Tukey’s multiple comparisons testing revealed that across 5 trials (Fig. 1d), the Fear Conditioned group froze equally high to the tone as the Safety conditioned group, and the Salient End safety conditioned group on all trials. However, the Salient Beginning safety group froze significantly less during tone 1 \((p = 0.0086)\), and tone 4 \((p = 0.04)\) than the Fear Conditioned groups (Fig. 1d). These findings indicate that the Salient Beginning safety group showed tone-evoked fear suppression throughout the testing period.

### 3.2 Safety training improves exploration of an anxiogenic environment

Next, we wanted to investigate whether the conditioned safety and fear cues modulate behavior in a novel, anxiogenic environment. To this end, animals were placed in the open field (Day 6), where they spent 6 minutes, alternating between one-minute trials with no cue present and with the trained 4kHz cue presented via a speaker (Section 2.3.3, Fig. 1a). Previous work has shown that open field exploration decreases during short exposures to the environment (but notably increases after longer exposures) (40), and similarly in our experiment total distance traveled in all groups decreased to less than 1m per trial after minute 4 (data not shown). Given that we were interested in how the cue modulates behavior rather than long-term exploration of the field (40), we analyzed behavior during the first two CS Off and CS On periods (Figure 2a-b). Overall, the Fear Conditioned cue modulated behavior more than the safety cues, regardless of safety training protocol. A two-way ANOVA comparing tone presentation x training group demonstrated a main effect of tone on distance traveled in the open field \((F(1,96)=68.20, p < 0.0001)\) without a main effect of training condition \((F(3,96) = 0.071, p = 0.98)\), but with a significant interaction \((F(3,96) = 6.18, p = 0.0007, \text{Fig. 2b-c})\). Post-hoc Tukey’s multiple comparisons tests showed that animals in the Fear Conditioned group moved more on the open field when the cue was off \((p < 0.0001)\), whereas animals in the safety trained groups did not modulate movement with the tone (Figure 2c, \(p>0.05)\). Likewise, a one-way ANOVA comparing the distance traveled through the anxiogenic center of the open field across the four conditioning groups showed a significant effect of conditioning \((F(3,47) = 7.67, p < 0.001)\). A post-hoc Tukey’s multiple comparisons test showed that the Fear Conditioned animals moved significantly more in the center open of the field during the Tone Off than the Tone On period,
whereas animals in all the safety trained groups did not alter their movement in the center of the open field based on tone presence (Fig. 2d, p < 0.01).

We then compared whether fear or safety conditioned cues modulate the percent of time animals spent in the anxiogenic center of the open field. A one-way ANOVA comparing the overall percent time spent in the center x training group showed a significant main effect of training ($F(3,12) = 4.76, p = 0.02$, Fig. 2e-f). A post-hoc Tukey’s multiple comparisons test showed that the fear conditioned animals spent less time in the center overall than the safety conditioned group ($p = 0.015$, Fig. 2e). Further, a two-way ANOVA comparing center time exploration as modulated by cue in each conditioning group, showed that there was a significant effect of training ($F(3,96) = 2.96, p = 0.03$), but no effect of tone ($F(1,96) = 0.76, p = 0.38$), and no interaction ($F(3,96) = 0.14, p = 0.93$), suggesting that the tone did not modulate animals’ exploration of the center but previous training did. Again, post-hoc Tukey’s multiple comparisons showed that overall the Fear Conditioned animals spent less time in the center than the safety conditioned groups (Fig. 2e, $p = 0.029$).

Given that the effects of exploration were independent of tone, but rather depended on the type of conditioning that animals underwent in Phase I training, we analyzed exploration of the anxiogenic center independent of tone. We used a one-way ANOVA to evaluate the percent center time during the first minute of open field exposure across groups, prior to animals hearing tones. This analysis revealed a significant difference between groups ($F(3,48) = 2.9, p = 0.04$), suggesting that previous training affected center exploration time. Post-hoc Tukeys multiple comparisons tests revealed that the Fear Conditioned group explored the center significantly less during the first minute of exposure (Fig. 2g, $18.04\% \pm 13.8$) than the Salient Beginning safety conditioned group ($39.49\% \pm 23.8\%$, $p=0.035$). These findings indicate the Salient Beginning safety training improves subsequent exploration of an anxiogenic environment in a high anxiety strain. However, presentation of the safety cue does not increase exploration or movement in a new anxiogenic environment.

3.3 Salient Beginning Safety trained mice discriminate the CS- better on new differential fear conditioning task

To assess whether exposure to fear or safety conditioning affects subsequent fear discrimination learning, we implemented a Phase II training where we differentially fear conditioned animals from all four Phase I training groups to new cues - 1 and 7kHz tones, that were counterbalanced as the CS+ and CS- (Fig. 1a, Days 10-12). Animals were then placed in a new memory retrieval apparatus (Section 2.2.3), and presented the CS+ and CS- (Fig. 1a, Day 13). A two-way ANOVA measuring cue-evoked defensive freezing x Phase I training showed a significant main effect of cue ($F(1,96) = 43.96, p < 0.0001$), and Phase I training ($F(3,96) = 4.62, p = 0.005$), as well as an interaction between them ($F(3,96) = 6.72, p = 0.0004$). Post-hoc Tukey’s multiple comparisons tests showed that animals who went through Salient Beginning Safety conditioning in Phase I were the only group to have significantly different defensive freezing to the CS+ and the CS- in Phase II (Fig. 3a, $p < 0.0001$). All the other groups showed similar average freezing to the two tones (Fig. 3a, Fear Conditioning group, $p = 0.98$; Safety group, $p = 0.22$; Salient End safety group, $p = 0.07$).
A repeated measures ANOVA comparing defensive freezing across CS+ trials x Phase I training showed a main effect of tone number \((F(4.57,215) = 3.44, p = 0.007)\), but no main effect of group \((F(3.47) = 1.22, p = 0.31)\), and no interaction \((F(15.235) = 1.24, p = 0.29)\). Thus, regardless of training in Phase I, all groups showed equivalent levels of freezing during CS+ retrieval in Phase II (Fig. 3b). However, when comparing levels of CS- evoked freezing across groups, a repeated measures ANOVA showed that there was a main effect of tone number \((F(4.49,210.9) = 8.86, p < 0.0001)\), and group \((F(3.47) = 7.79, p = 0.003)\). Post-hoc comparisons using Tukey’s multiple comparisons test showed that on retrieval trial 2 \((p < 0.001)\), trial 4 \((p = 0.015)\), and trial 6 \((p = 0.012)\) animals that were fear conditioned in Phase I froze more to the CS- than those that were Salient Beginning Safety conditioned in Phase I (Fig. 3b). Thus, animals that were safety conditioned using the Salient Beginning protocol during Phase I, showed the lowest freezing during the CS- retrieval trials, while continuing to freeze to the CS+ at equally high levels as the other groups (Fig. 3a-b).

We used a Discrimination Score (percent freezing to the CS+ minus percent freezing to the CS-) to capture the difference in the percent freezing to the two conditioned cues. A one-way ANOVA showed significant differences in discrimination scores among the four Phase I training groups \((F(3.48) = 21.9, p < 0.0001)\,\text{Fig. 3c-d})\. Post-hoc analyses showed that the group that was Fear Conditioned in Phase I, discriminated significantly less than the group that was Salient Beginning safety conditioned in Phase I \((p < 0.0001)\), as well as Salient End safety conditioned in Phase I \((p = 0.03)\). However, the previously Fear Conditioned and regular Safety conditioned groups did not discriminate differently \((p = 0.15)\). Notably, the Salient Beginning safety conditioned group had a significantly higher discrimination score \((52.1\pm4.8)\) than the Fear Conditioned group \((5.6\pm2.9)\,\text{t-test, p}<0.0001)\,\text{with a distribution of discrimination scores that only slightly overlapped with the fear conditioned group (Figure 3e).}

Next, we normalized the discrimination score by overall freezing during retrieval \((\text{CS+ - CS-} / \text{CS+ + CS-})\), in order to account for any differences in total freezing between groups. A one-way ANOVA comparing normalized discrimination scores showed significant differences in normalized discrimination between groups \((\text{Fig. 3f, F(3.48) = 13.24, p < 0.0001)\. Post-hoc Tukey’s multiple comparisons tests showed that, similarly to the non-normalized case, the group that was Fear Conditioned in Phase I, discriminated significantly worse than the group that was Salient Beginning safety conditioned in Phase I (Fig. 3f, p < 0.0001). Likewise, the Fear Conditioned group discriminated worse than the Salient End Safety conditioned group \((p = 0.022)\), but there was no difference between the Fear Conditioned and the regular Safety conditioned groups \((p = 0.49)\). These findings suggest that high anxiety animals benefit from undergoing Salient Beginning safety training in order to better discriminate the CS- during subsequent learning. We find that boosting the salience of the safety cue with another cue (here, a brief light) at the beginning but not the end of the safety cue improved novel discrimination in this anxious strain of mice.

4. Discussion

The aim of this study was to test whether safety learning improves discrimination learning in 129SvEv male mice, a strain that typically shows high anxiety and low fear
discrimination. Here, we compared how safety cues trained in one of three ways modulate subsequent exploration and learning: (i) the safety cue that is explicitly unpaired with the occurrence of the shock, (ii) a safety cue that is unpaired with the shock but is made more salient by the co-occurrence of a 1-sec light at cue onset, and (iii) a safety cue that is unpaired with the shock but cue termination is made more salient with 1-second light co-occurring at cue offset. Notably, all groups were exposed to an equal number of shocks throughout training, thereby equalizing the physical stress that animals underwent. Despite the equal stress exposure, our findings demonstrate that in the 129SvEv strain, exposure to salient safety cues (Fig. 1) improves subsequent fear discrimination learning by decreasing the defensive freezing to a new, non-threatening CS (Fig. 3). Notably, male mice were used for the most direct comparisons to our previous discrimination learning data with this strain (8, 35). However, anxiety disorders are more prevalent in women than in men (41-43), emphasizing the need to repeat this experiment in female mice, as the effects of safety training on discrimination learning needs to be evaluated in both sexes.

Our results show that using a non-salient safety stimulus during initial safety training is not an effective suppressor of fear in the training context for this high anxiety strain of mice (Fig. 1). This is in contrast to the same protocol leading to successful downregulation of fear by the non-salient safety cue previously shown in C57Bl/6 mice (14), who present with a less anxious phenotype. Given that the 129SvEv mice show more behavioral similarities to high anxiety clinical populations, we wanted to develop safety training paradigms that downregulate defensive behavior in the training context more effectively. Increasing the salience of the safety signal at the beginning of the cue, likely driving more attention to the safety cue, proved to be the most effective means for making the safety cue a potent inhibitor or fear in this high anxiety strain. In contrast, increasing the salience of the safety cue at the end, highlighted the onset of the uncertainty associated with the shock period, and instead of downregulating defensive behavior, this cue increased it (Fig. 1c). Thus, manipulating attention at different points in the safety cue has drastically different effects on how it regulates fear suppression and expression in high anxiety animals.

The 129SvEv strain used here shows similar patterns of fear generalization (8) to anxious humans, in that heightened anxiety disrupts effective learning about the CS- during discrimination (4-6). Our findings suggest that enhanced safety training, potentially by increasing attention to the onset of a cue signaling safety, improves subsequent discrimination of other non-threatening cues, whereas the non-salient safety training did not significantly improve discrimination (Fig. 1a, Fig. 3). Notably, our results show that, when animals retrieve safety cues where the end of the cue was paired to a brief light signaling the end of safety, defensive freezing is high (Fig. 1c-d), likely because anxiety is amplified by increased attention to the end of the safety period, and the onset of uncertainty regarding the delivery of an aversive stimulus. In humans, intolerance of uncertainty is an overemphasized feeling of discomfort with uncertainty that something aversive may happen, and has been associated with heightened anxiety (44-46). Similarly, our results showed that mice that underwent Salient End Safety conditioning, may have experienced increased anxiety about the safety cue because when played back in the same context, it highlighted the uncertain, anxiety-inducing period of shock occurrence and increased defensive freezing, as for the fear conditioned animals (Fig. 1). However, even though the Salient Beginning Safety trained group showed the most robust learning during discrimination
learning (Phase II), the Salient End Safety group still showed better overall discrimination than the initial Fear Conditioned group (Fig. 3). This finding suggests that modulation of attention to the beginning versus the end of safety cues can have lasting clinical implications for anxiety.

Discrimination learning depends on multiple stages of stimulus processing, and stress- or fear- induced disruption of discrimination can also occur at several relay points of neural computation (47). For example, at the sensory level, recordings in the auditory cortex show that fear conditioning broadens cortical receptive fields for the aversive cue, and increases fear generalization (7, 48). Underscoring the importance of inhibitory cells in sculpting auditory cortex output during fear conditioning, the aversive cue drives local inhibitory microcircuits that disinhibit pyramidal cell activity (49). Furthermore, inhibiting parvalbumin expressing interneurons of the auditory cortex impairs frequency selectivity in auditory pyramidal cells, and enhances behavioral fear generalization (50). It is not yet clear how safety training affects sensory processing or how inhibitory neurons shape auditory discrimination during safety, however this is one potential route for safety training to affect behavioral output.

Another important aspect to note about anxiety in relation to aberrant attentional processing is that anxiety is associated with exaggerated, sustained attention to threat (51-54), termed attention bias (54, 55). Given that basal forebrain cholinergic activity contributes to attention and memory (56-59), increased attention bias could disrupt cholinergic function, contributing to stimulus generalization. In keeping with this, disinhibition observed in the auditory cortex during the aversive stimulus depends on cholinergic inputs from the basal forebrain (49, 60). Accordingly, cholinergic neurons respond to cues during training, and reshape receptive fields in the auditory cortex, even during trace conditioning when the CS and US are seconds apart (48, 60). Likewise, low levels of stimulation of the cholinergic nucleus basalis decreases the specificity of the cue-evoked defensive response, whereas higher stimulation levels make the response more cue-specific, and increase gamma frequency in the auditory cortex (48). Our data suggest that to reap the benefits of safety learning, and to counteract attention bias in a high-anxiety mouse strain, the onset of the safety cue should be amplified in order to increase attention to the safety period. It’s possible that increased attention to the safety cue also modulates cholinergic input to the auditory cortex, shaping stimulus generalization curves.

The mPFC, and BLA are two more regions that encode safety cues, and have a prominent role in fear discrimination learning (15, 22, 31, 34, 37, 61-65). There are separate BLA neurons that encode the CS+ and the CS- during discrimination learning, as well as separate neurons that encode the CS+ and the safety cue (22, 23, 26, 64), suggesting that neurons encoding the CS- and the safety cue may rely on at least partially overlapping circuits. In the case of a discriminated CS-, there is increased communication between the mPFC and the BLA, when mPFC theta oscillations entrain BLA firing, and increase mPFC coupling with BLA gamma oscillations (8, 35), a communication pattern that develops through discrimination learning (34, 65). It is not known whether the same pattern of prefrontal communication with the amygdala develops during explicit safety cue learning as during CS- discrimination. Our finding that safety training improves CS- discrimination in subsequent learning suggests that similar patterns of communication in this circuit may be active. It is possible that after engaging mPFC-BLA
circuits during initial safety training, there is increased plasticity during subsequent CS-acquisition.

Previous work demonstrated that in the C57Bl/6 strain of mice, safety cues modulate subsequent behavior, for example increasing center exploration in an open-field, and motivating animals in a place preference task (15). We also demonstrate that safety trained groups, regardless of training protocol, show increased exploration in an open field compared to fear conditioned animals. However, cue presentation only modulated behavior in the fear conditioned group, whereas changes in exploration were independent of cue for the safety trained groups, suggesting that safety training affected innately driven exploration. Our open field exposure was short-lasting (6 minutes) because we were interested in identifying how learned fear- and safety-cues modulate exploration. However, previous work has shown that during longer periods of open field exposure, rodents demonstrate complex exploration and foraging patterns (66). Given our finding that safety trained groups showed increased initial exploration relatively to the fear trained group, it would be interesting to know whether safety training improves the exploration and foraging success with a longer exposure to the open field.

In sum, we demonstrate that safety training has positive consequences on subsequent fear discrimination learning, and on exploration in a novel, anxiogenic environment. Increasing the salience of the safety cue by adding a second cue at its onset improved safety conditioning, and improved performance on subsequent discrimination learning, suggesting that boosting attention to safety cues for high anxiety individuals can be clinically beneficial.
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Figure Legends

**Figure 1: Salient Beginning Safety Conditioning is the most effective safety training for in context fear inhibition.** (a) Timeline of behavioral testing. Mice were first habituated to the conditioning context for 2 days (Days 1-2), and then either fear or safety conditioned (5 trials per day, Days 3-4). Fear conditioning consisted of CS1 (50 ms long 4kHz tone-pips, once a second, lasting 30 sec) co-terminating with a shock US (0.6mA, 1 s). Safety conditioning consisted of CS1 presentations that were explicitly unpaired with the US (mean interval between US and all proximal CSs, 49 sec; range, 40 to 60 sec). The Salient Beginning Safety Conditioning was structured in the same way as the Safety conditioning, the only difference being a CS2 (houselight) that was co-presented for 1 sec at the beginning of CS1. The Salient End Safety Conditioning group was presented with CS2 co-terminating with the end of CS1 for 1 sec. The next day, mice were tested for in-context fear retrieval (Day 5), and on Day 6, mice were placed in the Open Field to test for the effects of fear or safety conditioning in Phase I on exploration of a novel anxiogenic context. After a 3 day break (Day 7-9), mice underwent differential fear conditioning for 3 days (12 trials per day, Days 10-12), and then were placed in a new context for fear discrimination retrieval (Day 13). (b) Defensive freezing for all groups during conditioning (Day 3). (c) In-context retrieval of the learned associations. Pre-tone freezing for all
groups in the 30s preceding the first tone and during the 30s of the first tone. (d) In-context retrieval behavior across all trials. Left, defensive freezing for all groups during the 30s pre-tone period prior to each tone. Right, defensive freezing for all groups on each trial. ***, p<0.0001; **, p<0.001, *p<0.05.

**Figure 2. Safety training improves exploration of a novel anxiogenic environment.** (a) Protocol and schematic of the open-field used for innate anxiety testing. (b) Exploratory behavior measured as distance traveled from all groups throughout the entire field (meters). (c) Average distance traveled by each group throughout the field during Tone-off and Tone-on periods. In the Fear Conditioned group, the average travel distance during Tone-on is significantly lower (0.88m±0.26) than during the Tone-off periods (3.60m±0.24). (d) Change in travel distance within the anxiogenic center of the field. Change measured as center distance travelled during Tone-Off – Tone-On period. The average difference is significantly lower in the safety groups; Safety = 0.64m ±0.24, Salient Beginning safety = 0.63m ±0.36, Salient end safety = 0.80m ±0.34 than the Fear Conditioned group 2.49m ±0.33. (e) Box and whisker plot showing percent center time for each group during Tone-on periods. (f) Mean percent center time during Tone-off and Tone-on trials. (g) Mean percent center time during Trial-Off 1 (the first 60 seconds in the open field). Percent time in the center is significantly higher in the Salient Beginning Safety Group (39.49±6.58%) compared to the Fear Conditioned Group (18.04±3.83%).

**Figure 3: Salient Beginning Safety conditioned mice discriminate well during novel differential fear retrieval.** (a) Percent CS+ (Left panel) and CS- (Right panel) freezing on each trial of a fear discrimination retrieval task for animals that in Phase I were either Fear conditioned (red) or Safety Conditioned in one of three groups (Safety– yellow, Salient Beginning safety – blue, Salient End safety – green). (b) Average trial freezing during differential fear conditioning retrieval in all groups (c) Discrimination scores, quantified as percent freezing to the CS- subtracted from percent freezing to the CS+, shown for all subjects (each marker shows individual discrimination score for each animal, color coded by Phase I training). (d) Violin plot showing discrimination score distributions across all four groups of animals. The median, 25th and 75th quartile, and the minimum and maximum are shown for each group. (e) Histogram showing the distribution of Phase II discrimination scores in animals that were either Fear Conditioned (red) or Salient Beginning Safety Conditioned (blue) in Phase I. The average discrimination score in the fear conditioned group is significantly lower (5.62±2.85%) than in the Salient Beginning safety conditioned group (52.10 ±4.79%). (f) Discrimination scores normalized for total freezing in all groups. The Salient Beginning Safety and Salient End Safety conditioned groups show significantly higher normalized discrimination than the fear conditioned group (Fear Conditioned in Phase I = 0.13±0.06, Safety conditioned in Phase I = 0.34±0.10, Salient Beginning safety conditioned in Phase I = 1.02.56±0.11, Salient End safety conditioned in Phase I = 0.57±0.14. mean ± SEM). The Salient Beginning Safety conditioned groups shows the highest discrimination.
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